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What’s New?
Abiomed is introducing a new Impella Purge Cassette with modular extension tubing and no QSK/y-connector, 
which will be used on all Impella platforms. This new purge cassette was designed to accommodate all Impella 
pumps, including the new second generation Impella 5.5® with SmartAssist® with the relocated purge filter unit.  
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Purge Cassette Update

PUTTING IT IN PRACTICE
For the second generation Impella 5.5 with SmartAssist with the relocated purge filter unit (which will broadly be available early 
this year), the extension tubing will be removed after priming and before connection. For all other Impella pumps, there is no 
need to disconnect any of the tubing. 
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New Impella Purge Cassette as it comes out of 
packaging, with extension tubing attached

New Impella Purge Cassette after extension tubing is 
removed for use with new Impella 5.5 with SmartAssist

Extension tubing left intact for Impella CP® with 
SmartAssist®, Impella RP® with SmartAssist®,  

Impella RP Flex™ with SmartAssist® and any other pumps 
besides the new Impella 5.5 with SmartAssist

Extension tubing removed when being used with the  
new Impella 5.5 with SmartAssist



*This bulletin is intended for dissemination of technical information only.

To learn more about the Impella platform of heart pumps, including important risk and safety 
information, visit: https://www.heartrecovery.com/important-safety-information
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ACCOUNT PREPARATION
This release of the new Impella Purge Cassette remains consistent with the goal of enabling all pumps to use the same purge 
cassette. There is a new product code for the 5-packs of purge cassettes. Customer Service will work with your accounts to switch 
to the new part number, as there will be a limited inventory remaining of the Gen 1 purge cassettes.

The new Impella Purge Cassette is now in all Impella pump sets. You can start ordering new 5-packs at any time once training is 
complete.

For your reference, the new product codes are: 

Product Codes:
• Old 5-Pack: 0043-0003 (this will be obsolete)

• New 5-Pack: 1000200 (to replace the old code above)

• Demo Purge Cassette Gen 2: 0043-0005 (for training, please use this code through Salesforce)

 
Training Content:
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Old Purge Cassette Label:  
Look for the hyphenated part number

New Purge Cassette Label:  
Look for reference box and new part number


